MODEL WLT400

TM

WiseLift Table - Versatile & Feature Rich
The WiseLift Table’s unique space saving design is your personal area to
comfortably work, eat or read. A fixed position table section features an
oversized drink holder and 3 USB charging ports. Adjust the multi-use
tray to infinite positions of height, tilt and swivel for your personal
comfort. The low profile base nestles around a sofa, chair, or bed. The
included wheels can be attached for easy maneuverability.

28 to 40 in

Unlimited Practicality
LIFT CHAIRS / RECLINERS
Slides under almost any lift chair or
recliner and easily swivels out of the
way for full motion of the lift chair.

BEDS

A must have bedside companion.
Easily push the table under the bed
for a quick work desk or convenient
breakfast tray.

COUCHES
Perfect for any couch, love seat or
sofa with height adjustablilty.

STANDING DESK

Maximize your work efficiency and
cut back on the sedentary lifestyle of
sitting at your desk all day.

UPC - 857193006728
COO - China
HTC - 94029000
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Swivel Rota�on
Tilt Angle
Net Weight
Table Height Max and Min
Clearance with Wheels
Clearance without Wheels
Side Table Measurments
Tray Table Measurments
Combined Table Top Measurments
Base Measurments
Clearance Under the Table
Diameter of Cup Holder
Amps for USB Port
Cord Length
Table Capacity

360°
0°/ 30° / 45°
46 LBS
28 in / 40 in
3 in
1 in
6 X 15.75 in
25.5 X 15.75 in
31.5 X 15.75 in
24 X 18 in
1 in
3.5 in
5.5 �
20 LBS

Position the Base to Fit You
The WiseLift Table base has 3 position options. If you are using
the wheels, for rolling the table around, the center position is
used for maximum stability. For fixed locations with a sofa or
lift chair, the left or right positions accommodate either left or
right side configurations. This puts most of the base under the
furniture for maximum support and low profile.

Built-In Accessories
• Cup Holder
• Collapsable 3 USB Ports
• 4 Removable Caster Wheels

Craftsmanship and Engineering
The WiseLift Table is crafted from the highest quality
materials. The base and upright are made of heavy
gauge welded steel for stability and long lasting
durability.
The lift, tilt and swivel motions are smooth and silent.
The WiseLift Table requires no maintenance, and is easy
to clean with a damp cloth.
For sales, please call 1-800-777-0770
Manufactured by Letronics Inc. | 8201 Eastpoint Dr. #500, Dallas, TX 75227

